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LUNE VALLEY 
COMMUNITY BEEKEEPERS 

NEWSLETTER JUNE 2019 
 

New members 
We are delighted to welcome new members David Danskin and Gail Morgan. 
 

Bees and scarecrows 
 

 

On 6th May we had a stall at the Wray Scarecrow Festival. Fortunately, we had a dry day even 
though it was very cold for the time of year. We had a steady stream of visitors throughout the 
day, including some from Brazil and China. Much interest was shown in the Lune Valley Long Hive 
and our alternative approaches to beekeeping. Amongst the scarecrows occupying many 
gardens, nooks and crannies throughout the village, at least three featured bees, with Bill the 
Beeman (below left) winning a prize. Another bee entry (above right) was the Tree Bees by the 

children of Tatham School. 
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Alternative Beekeeping for Beginners – Day 2 
The second cohort met on Sunday, 12 May, for the practical part of the course. After a cold but 
dry start, the day turned out to be very warm and sunny. Everyone seemed to enjoy the day and 
showed lots of interest. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
World Bee Day 

We celebrated World Bee Day on 20th May with 
the start of a two-day Alternative Beekeeping 
for Beginners course for a group from South 
Lakes University of the Third Age. Ten people 
attended, including one from Ecuador. Those 
attending showed a high level of interest and 
we received some excellent feedback, including 
seven respondents saying that they were 
actively thinking about taking up beekeeping, 
one of whom has since joined the Club. 
 

“A very enjoyable 2 days. Very thorough, well 
organised and very informative.” 
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Mystery supporter! 
Many thanks to our mystery supporter who regularly sends an entry for us into the Lancaster 
Guardian’s Social News section. This is greatly appreciated. 

 
Bee together project 
As part of the Bee Together project, we have been asked to build a 
bank for solitary bees to nest in at the apiary. It will take a small 
working party half a day and we are thinking about sometime in 
late July or early August in time for next season. Anyone interested 
in helping, please give me a call. 
 
It’s bumble bee time! 

 
At this time of year, the Club usually receives a stream of 
calls from people about bumble or solitary bees that have 
taken up residence in holes in the walls of their property, 
garden sheds, bird boxes and compost heaps. This year 
the stream has turned into a deluge! All we can do is to 
explain the life cycle of these bees, the fact that if left 
alone they will cause no harm or damage, and that they 
will disappear in the autumn, which reassures most 
callers. 

 
 
Cone escapes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
There seems to be a lot of queen wasps around this season. Although of little danger to bees at 
this time of year, they can be a very real threat later in the season. Many hives are fitted with 
cone escapes which are designed to allow honey bees trapped in the hive’s roof space to exit, but 
not return.  However, the escape hole is sufficiently large to enable a queen wasp to enter and 
build a nest in the roof of the hive. I have found two already this season, so it would be 
worthwhile checking and removing any before the wasp colonies have time to build up numbers. 
 
Phil Chandler shares this photo (top right) of the start of a hornet’s nest in one of his hives. 
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Bees and Schools 

We currently have the opportunity to 
develop and deliver a project to help 
schools inform their students about 
pollinators in general and honey bees 
in particular and are still seeking 
one or two people to help develop 
this project. 

Ensuring that young people gain an 
understanding and appreciation of 
the natural environment could be 
crucial to Mankind’s future survival. 
Understanding the importance of 
pollinators is an essential part of this.  

Please give me a call if you are interested. 

Out apiary sites on offer 
We currently have two sites on offer. 
• One is on a farm, near Wray, surrounded by natural hay meadows and within bee flying 

distance of some heather. 
• The other is situated in a small community orchard, adjacent to both open fields and some 

allotments, and is near Wrea Green.   
 
If you are interested in either site, give me a call. 
 

Treating Lune Valley Long Hives 
The Lune Valley Long Hive is made from softwood and consequently needs to have the exterior 
treated before it is placed outside. Various options have been used, all of which have so far 
proved to be successful. 

Option 1:  Two coats of standard undercoat plus two coats of exterior paint. Once dry, the 
hive   is left outside to weather before introducing bees. 
Option 2: Three coats of Danish Oil followed by three coats of water-based Ronseal garden 
  paint.  
Option 3: Two coats of linseed oil followed by rubbing with beeswax. 
 

Apiary meadow 

 

The wildflower meadow, starting its third season, appears to be growing well and we are looking 
forward to seeing this year’s display. 
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Club activities programme 2019  

23rd June Summer Apiary Inspection Club Apiary         10-00am to 2-00pm                 
  An opportunity for all members, especially new members, to experience a Summer 
  inspection and assess how well the bees have expanded and amassed stores  
  during the Spring and early Summer. 
 
12th July Working party       Club Apiary                10-00am to 3-00pm 
  Working party to set up for Open Day. Details to follow.     

13th July 2019 OPEN DAY    Club Apiary                     Details to follow                          
 
8th Sept Autumn Apiary Inspection Club Apiary                 10-00am to 2-00pm                                                                   
  An opportunity for all members, especially new members, to experience an Autumn 
  inspection and assess how well the bees are prepared for winter. 
 
15th Sept Meadow Mowing Day  Club Apiary                10-00am to 4-00pm 
  Preparing the meadow for winter. Scythe, strim or just carry away the cuttings! 
  But please do come, we need to complete this in one day. 

16th Oct Speaker Meeting                                 Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
  Topic: Bee Together Project         Speaker: Catherine Mercer 
  Catherine is the Coordinator of the Bee Together project which aims to connect 
  communities and landscapes to reverse the decline of wild pollinators, and in  
  particular, wild bees. The project involves coordinating and delivering capital works 
  and activity-based projects along the B-Line from Lancaster to Leeds, connecting 
  communities to create pollinator super-highways. 

Wed  Speaker Meeting                               Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
13th Nov Topic:  Bees for Development                Speaker: Bob Spencer 
  Bob is a Trustee of Bees for Development, an organisation that promotes  
  sustainable beekeeping to combat poverty and to build sustainable, resilient  
  livelihoods. It supports beekeepers to maintain environments that are good for 
  bees, for biodiversity, and for people. Bees for Development works with local  
  partners on community-based projects, and provides a wide-range of information 
  services.  

Sun  Managing woodland for pollinators Club Apiary      10-00am to 4-00pm 
17th Nov A one day practical course, run by Catherine Mercer of Bee Together, which will 
  include coppicing and other practical skills. 

Wed  Speaker Meeting                               Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
11th Dec Topic:                         Speaker: TBC 

2020 
Wed  Social Event – Wine and Cheese Evening      Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
8th Jan Details to follow 

Wed  Speaker Meeting                               Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
12th Feb Topic:  The Woodland Trust           Speaker: Paul Littlewood  
  Paul will explain the work of the Woodland Trust and provide advice on how we 
  should manage the woodland at our Club apiary. 
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Wed  Speaker Meeting                               Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
11th Mar Topic: Thermoregulation in the hive             Speaker: Keith Bartlem 
  Keith is an airline pilot, and experienced beekeeper. His talk will help to improve 
  our understanding of how, why, and when bees monitor and alter the hive  
  temperature and is particularly relevant in our usage of insulated hives. 

 

Other events of interest 

Bee Together Project 
The Bee Together Project is encouraging people to take on a BeeWalk; a Bumble bee 
Conservation Trust survey that runs throughout the summer. http://www.beewalk.org.uk/ 

To help participants feel confident and enjoy their survey, the Project is running training days to 
teach bumble bee ID and how to carry out the survey. If you are interested in joining in with a 
BeeWalk, or just want to learn more about identifying bumble bees, please come along. The next 
course is:  
• 29/06/19 – Colt Park, Ingleborough NNR 
This training day is free to attend. Places will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. 

For further information and a booking form, please contact catherine.mercer@ydmt.org 

 
 

The second Learning from the Bees workshop and conference will take place in Berlin from 29th 
August to 1st September 2019. For details visit www.learningfromthebeesberlin.com 

 

Allotment sign! 
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Beekeeping courses are not new! 

 

This photograph taken around 1906 shows a beekeeping course organised for a large number of 
teachers at the factory of A I Root & Co in Medina, Ohio, USA. The Company, which is still in 
existence today manufacturing an exclusive range of high quality candles, maintained a number 
of large apiaries in order to produce beeswax. The original copy supporting the photograph 
reads: 

“The upper portion of the picture shows how the individual hives are shaded by grapevines. As 
the leaves are present only during the hottest part of the year, when shade is needed, the full 
benefit of the sunshine may be secured at all other times. The company of teachers gathered all 
about the hives without any reference to the location of the entrances. As the bees were working 
heavily on basswood at the time, the results might have been somewhat disastrous were it not 
for the fact that the bees on returning, seeing the surroundings to their homes utterly changed, 
were completely demoralized, bordering almost on a state of panic. So great was their 
constitution that not a person was stung, and scarcely a veil was used. Dr. Bigelow, a little to the 
right of the center, standing up on a hive, had told the teachers before they arrived at Medina 
that not one of them would be stung, and that he would prove it. The expression on his face 
betokens the supreme satisfaction of a man who can truthfully say,"I told you so."  

Bee myths and customs 

 I am often asked how to obtain a swarm. The Roman poet, Virgil (71BC – 
19BC) describes the following method: 

“Choose a small confined space, and erect in it a building with four windows, 
one facing each quarter, and with a tiled roof. Then take a bullock, whose 
second year’s horns are just curling over its brow, stop up its nostrils and 
mouth and beat it to death without breaking its skin. Shut the bruised body up 

in the closed room, strewn with thyme and cassia, and after nine days the softened bones having 
fermented, a wondrous swarm of bees will appear.”  Don’t try this at home! 
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The honey trap: is it really just as bad for you as white sugar?  
By Jack Rear, Daily Telegraph, 3rd May 2019 

Sticky, golden, and delicious, it’s no wonder that honey is beloved by foodies. It’s the perfect 
accompaniment to toast, porridge, and even a cup of tea – or, if you follow the Winnie the Pooh 
diet, great eaten alone, by the paw-full. But Pooh wasn't the slimmest figure in the Hundred Acre 
Wood. Indeed, Action On Sugar have recently shared the results of a new study which claims 
consumers have been “misled” about the supposed benefits of bee nectar. 

Honey is often perceived as being better than refined white sugar because it contains trace 
amounts of amino acids, antioxidants, enzymes, minerals and vitamins – particularly in the case 
of raw honey, which hasn’t been treated in any way. Raw honey is also said to be easier to digest 
than table sugar because the bees who make it add enzymes which start breaking it down before 
it reaches your mouth. And the supposed medicinal benefits of honey are baked into human 
history from ancient times. As a dressing for wounds, for example, it has been noted to help 
post-surgical wounds, chronic leg ulcers, abscesses, burns, abrasions, lacerations, and skin graft 
donor sites more quickly. Some studies have also found specific varieties of honey, such as 
manuka honey from New Zealand, contain antimicrobial and antiviral properties, leading to 
suggestions that consuming them would boost the immune system and protect against common 
ailments such as colds and flu. 

However, as good as all that sounds, there are few peer-reviewed human trials to support this 
consensus. The only claim about honey’s wellness credentials which is supported by The National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence and Public Health England is that it reduces symptoms of 
coughs in children. In short, there are no approved claims that honey is in any way more healthy 
and nutritious than any other kind of sugar. “Action On Sugar is right,” says registered dietitian 
and British Dietetic Association spokeswoman, Emer Delaney. “Honey is considered a free sugar 
and should be limited to below 5pc of total energy intake. In essence, a free sugar is anything 
that is added to foods by the manufacturer, cook or consumer, plus sugars naturally present in 
honey, syrups and unsweetened fruit juices. “As a dietitian, I would recommend using it 
sparingly. In fact, if people have IBS, honey may exacerbate their symptoms as it's a high 
FODMAP food.” 

Honey sold on shelves can be up to 86pc sugar, while syrups like agave and maple syrup can be 
up to 88pc sugar (the rest, in both cases, being water). However, while that’s less than table 
sugar which is 100pc sugar, that doesn’t necessarily make it any healthier. Natural sugars have 
the same impact on teeth as refined sugar, plus they’re more calorific. On average, a tablespoon 
of honey contains around 64 calories, whereas a tablespoon of standard refined sugar contains 
only 49 calories. Action On Sugar fears that honey is being used in excessive quantities because 
of its falsely “healthy” reputation. 

But that’s not the only problem. Arguably, honey’s image as a healthy alternative is leading to 
confusion in the shopping aisles. For example, Sainsbury’s Honey Nut Corn Flakes are described 
on the packet as “crunchy toasted, sweetened cornflakes with chopped peanuts and honey”. The 
presence of honey in that sentence may well lead you to think that the product is sweetened in a 
'healthy' fashion. In fact, according to Action On Sugar's research 28.3pc of the nutritional 
content of this particular cereal is sugar, and only 0.4pc of that comes from honey. The rest is 
other sugars added during production. Therefore, even if you do choose to believe the unproven 
claims about honey’s health benefits, plenty of the foods that contain it do so in such small 
quantities you’re unlikely to see any benefit regardless. 

So what’s to be done? Are sweeteners like Stevia the answer? Delaney isn’t so sure, suggesting 
that by adding sweeteners to your diet, you just normalise the amount of sugar you’re eating.  
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 British bluebells will not be wiped out by their Spanish 
counterparts as study finds indigenous variety is hardier  

Helena Horton, Dailey Telegraph, 7th May 2019 

For years, horticulturalists worried that one of Britain's most beloved springtime flowers, the 
British bluebell, was being 
threatened by a Spanish variety 
that escaped into the wild. Now, 
scientists have found that there 
is no need to worry about the 
British bloom, as a new study 
has found that it has hardier 
pollen and actually out-competes 
non-native flowers. While the 
native flower has a deep, almost 
purpleish hue, the Spanish 
bluebell is more of a powdery 
blue. The British variety also has 
the signature stooped stems and 
has more tubular flowers, while 

the Spanish is rigidly upright. 

The intruding flower was originally imported as a garden plant by the Victorians, but escaped into 
the wild, causing fears for the violet blooms which carpet our woodland floors in spring. There 
were worries that the plants could cross-breed, causing the demise of the British flower. 50 per 
cent of the worldwide population of this bloom is in the UK. 

Prof Pete Hollingsworth, director of science at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, said his team 
of scientists found that the British variety has a genetic advantage. "The greater fertility of the 
native British bluebell coupled with the huge numbers of individuals that exist in the wild means 
that it's got considerable resilience against any threat from these introduced plants," he told the 
BBC. 

To evaluate any potential genetic threat, scientists planted the Spanish variety next to the British 
in large numbers and allowed them to breed naturally. Scientists also analysed pollen samples 
from the two different bluebell varieties. Even though the Spanish bluebell can escape, 
spread and be hard to remove from gardens and public areas, it is thought to already be a hybrid 
and have reduced fertility. Scientists discovered that it has misshapen pollen, making it harder 
for it to breed. The native flower, however, was found to be more fertile, with pollen that is 
optimal for breeding. 

This means, researchers said, that it is not under threat of going "extinction by hybridisation". 
"When examined, the pollen of the non-native bluebells in the UK was often misshapen - 
indicating lower pollen fertility, compared to the pollen of the native bluebell," said Dr Deborah 
Kohn of the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. The scientists from Scotland joined forces with the 
University of Toronto and Lincoln University, New Zealand, and published their findings in the 
journal Conservation Genetics. 
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Bee health guru smartphone app promotes kickstarter 
fundraising campaign 
Bee Health Guru, a new smartphone app designed to help beekeepers diagnose conditions in 
their hives, is promoting a fundraiser to fine-tune development of its software. The Kickstarter 
campaign runs through the end of May. 
  
As Malcolm Sanford reports in the May issue of American Bee Journal: “Bee Health Guru 
combines observations in the field using a phone’s microphone and an App running artificial 
intelligence software. It begins with an analysis of a sound recording, immediately and 
automatically performed by the program, and assigning the probability that one of eight colony 
health conditions is determined. It tells the user to visually inspect the colony to confirm its 
condition, and then save an inspection report. These three actions: (1) recording colony sounds, 
(2) predicting the likelihood of specific diseases, and (3) reporting the outcome of colony 
inspection, provide data needed to fine-tune the AI program and map occurrences of different 
colony problems.” 
 
   

 

Bee Health Guru smartphone app - foul brood found 

According to Dr. Jerry Bromenshenk at Bee Alert Technology, the entity behind the project, “The 
Kickstarter funding is needed for the final TUNING of the app and the addition of the automated 
mapping … [which would create data] similar to those of the US Center of Disease Controls 
reporting and mapping of the spread of human diseases such as flu and measles outbreaks.” 
 
More information can be found at https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/beehealthguru/bee-
health-guru-a-smartphone-app-for-beekeepers  

  

Fred Ayres, Editor & Chairman 
Tel: 01524 811978 
Email: fred@lunevalleybeekeepers.co.uk 
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The Lune Valley Long Hive 
An innovative but simple long hive  

 

 

Only £295 
 

Whilst current 
stocks last 

 
Only obtainable from Lune 

Valley Community Beekeepers 
 

Essential features: 
 
• Designed by bee-centric beekeepers for bee-centric 

beekeepers 
• Comfortably houses one colony of bees without the 

need for additional supers or brood boxes  
• Has a hinged roof to avoid the need for heavy lifting 
• Can be managed by a person in a wheelchair 
• Can be used with 14 x 12 frames (recommended), 

standard brood frames or top bars 
• Has a removable floor tray which can act as a biological 

sump or a debris board for varroa counts 
• Has 2” thick wooden walls which provide five times 

more insulation than a standard hive  
• Roof space is ventilated and has space for a jumbo 

feeder 
• Has a metal roof  
• Is manufactured locally, especially for LVCB 
• Is constructed from pine wood to reduce the cost but 

will need an external preservative or coat of paint 
• Despite its high specification, it is economically priced 

whilst offering exceptional value for money. 
 

 


